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More range.
More time.
More inspiration.
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Hybrid thinking. Smarter driving.

Driving sustainably should be as easy and convenient as possible. So, make way for the 
Niro Hybrid. The Niro Hybrid automatically switches between a highly efficient petrol 
engine and electric power or can also run on a combination of both. It utilises Kia’s 
smart regenerative power system to recharge the battery. Add to that its distinctive 
design with its optional contrasting Aero C‑Pillar and you obtain an expressive yet very 
capable crossover.
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Interior.
The wonder of space. At your own pace.
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Minimalist interior. Immersive enjoyment.

Sit inside the Niro and you’ll discover what driver‑centric design really means. The Niro introduces the latest advances in technology and 
sustainable materials. All around you, you will find the very best in smart and sustainable design: from the slim stylish seats adding to the 
roominess, to textured recycled materials. This is your space for your time.

https://www.kia.com/uk/new-cars/offers/niro/


The Niro is spacious in size, minimalist in detail and welcoming in every way. Our designers have combined the latest in high tech design and
technology with eco‑friendly/recycled materials inspired by nature. Along with smarter seating to maximise comfort and minimise fatigue, we
focused our utmost attention on a relaxing experience for you and your passengers. In addition, the intuitive user‑friendly features and functions
are designed for easy interaction making the Kia Niro more than just a futuristic space to drive in but also a space for inspiration.

Multimode Controls. An

innovative way to make the interior

less cluttered and more intuitive.

Easily switch between infotainment

and climate controls with a simple

touch.

Shift-By-Wire Rotary Dial.

Located centrally and within easy

reach, the electric rotary dial

operates using shift-by-wire

technology, enabling precise and

immediate gear shifting

https://www.kia.com/uk/utility/build-your-kia/#/car-selector?selectedCars=niro-ev_2022,niro-phev_2022,niro-hev_2022.html
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Safety.
Less to worry about. More time to enjoy.
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Blind Spot Collision Avoidance Assist.

When you signal a lane change, you are

warned if a risk of collision is detected with a

vehicle beside you or approaching from the

rear. Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist

also watches out for you when pulling out of

parallel parking spaces, warning you about

oncoming traffic behind you.

Highway Driving Assist 2. It makes 

motorway driving a breeze. When engaged, 

it automatically adjusts your target speed to 

the limit in force, helps you keep centered in 

your lane and modulates your speed based 

on a safe distance to the vehicle ahead. It 

also offers a “lane-change-assist” function, 

which helps you change lane if possible 

when you indicate (Niro EV only).

https://www.kia.com/uk/new-cars/offers/niro/


Navigation Based Smart Cruise Control. Set a target speed and your Niro’s speed adjusts

based on a safe distance to the vehicle ahead and the curvature of the road.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 2 (FCA 2) with junction turning and crossing. It

uses a front-view camera and radar to detect vehicles, pedestrians or cyclists ahead. By

warning and braking automatically, it can help you avoid, or reduce the severity of an

accident. The system also engages when you are crossing or turning at an intersection

(Niro EV only).

https://www.kia.com/uk/utility/build-your-kia/#/car-selector?selectedCars=niro-ev_2022,niro-phev_2022,niro-hev_2022.html


Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 1.5.

Evaluating both camera and radar data, it

analyses info about other cars, pedestrians

or cyclists ahead to avoid a potential collision

with them. It also functions to prevent

collisions with oncoming vehicles when

turning right at an intersection. If it detects a

potential collision, a warning signal appears

on your instrument cluster and maximum

braking power is applied.

Lane Keep Assist. This monitors road 

markings to help you keep you vehicle in 

the centre of your lane.

https://www.kia.com/uk/new-cars/offers/niro/
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Specifications.
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Engine and transmission

1.6 GDi 1.32 kWh 139bhp Auto 
(Hybrid)
 

16" Alloy Wheels
2 x C-type port on side of front 
seats
2x Front USB Charge ports (1 x 
C-type / 1 x USB)
4.2" Supervision Cluster

6-Speaker Audio System
8" Touchscreen Display
All-round Electric Windows with
Driver's Auto Up/Down Function
Android Auto & Apple CarPlay**
Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)
Bluetooth with Music Streaming
Body Colour Door Mirrors
Centre Fascia Metal Paint

Centre Fascia Metal Paint 
Cloth Upholstery
Driver Manual Adjusted Seat 
Dual LED Headlights (Low & 
High Projection)
Electrically Heated Door Mirrors 
Electronic Stability Control
(ESC)
Folding Rear Seats
Forward Collision-Avoidance 
Assist (FCA 1.5) Car/Pedestrian/
Cyclist/Junction Turning

Inside Door Handle Metal Paint 
Lane Follow Assist (LFA)
Lane Keep Assist System (LKAS) 
LED Daytime Running Lights 
Luggage Board
Manual Folding Door Mirrors 
Overhead Console, 2nd Row & 
Luggage Lamp - Bulb Rear LED 
Lights

Rear Parking Sensors
Rear Solar Glass
Remote Central Door Locking 
with Fold-away Key Reversing 
Camera System with Dynamic 
Guidelines
Roof Rails
Smart Cruise Control with 
Stop/Go Functionality (SCC) 
Solar Windshield
Standard Door Scuff Plates 
Tow Pack (wiring)
Tyre Mobility Kit
Tyre Pressure Monitoring 
System (TPMS)

The Niro '2' Hybrid

Paint colours

https://www.kia.com/uk/utility/build-your-kia/#/car-selector?selectedCars=niro-ev_2022,niro-phev_2022,niro-hev_2022.html
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For more information:

www.atlautomotive.com

www.kia-jamaica.com

www.facebook.com/KiaMotorsJA

www.instagram.com/kiajamaica

At Kia, we believe movement inspires ideas. Great ideas come to you when you’re on 
the move. Whether you’re walking, traveling on a train or driving. It’s why we create 
the spaces and the time you need to bring ideas to life.

※ All information, illustrations and specifications are accurate at the time of
printing and are subject to change without notice. The models and
specifications shown in this brochure may vary from those available
in your market. Contact your local Kia dealer for current information
and full warranty details including terms and conditions.

Movement that inspires

ATL TIGER MOTORS
1C Oxford Road
Kingston 5
888-ATL-AUTO

ATL TIGER MOTORS WEST
Block C, Fairview Shopping Center
Montego Bay
888-ATL-AUTO
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